Aiming at the problem that the sequence data can't be fused with the interval data in the database directly, the sequence-interval asynchronous data recognition algorithm based on interval association degree was proposed. First of all, reduce the dimension of the sequence data, use the maximum and minimum of the sequence data as the interval boundary, complete the isomorphism transformation of the asynchronous data and then solve the interval similarity degree. Finally, use a recognition algorithm based on adaptive recognition criterion to deal with the in distinguishability of the recognition algorithm of the maximum association degree when association degree is fuzzy. Simulation experiments show that the proposed algorithm can recognize sequence-interval asynchronous data effectively and also discuss the recognition effect of the adaptive recognition algorithm and the maximum association degree recognition algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Different sensor types produce asynchronous data types, this will make the uncertainty of information fusion increase. As a kind of uncertain data, sequence data is worth researching in the field of sensor recognition [1] [2] [3] . Due to the database recognition generally expresses as interval number, and the sequence type data detected by the sensor can't be recognized and judged directly with the data in the database. So, the research on the sensor data fusion of the sequence -interval asynchronous data can effectively solve the uncertainty of sensor recognition caused by asynchronous data and improve the recognition efficiency. The research on the recognition of the sequence -interval asynchronous data is opposite less in the field of sensor recognition. This paper starts with the measurement of the uncertainty between the two types of data, first of all, reduce the dimension of the sequence data, use the maximum and minimum of the sequence data as the interval boundary, and complete the data isomorphism transformation from the sequence type to the interval type. Then from the point of the grey association recognition theory, use interval association degree to measure the isomorphism data and get a set of interval association degree. A recognition algorithm based on the maximum association degree ordering is given [4] [5] [6] . We can get the better recognition results when the association degree level is clear, but when the association degree is similar, the recognition error will increase, so a recognition algorithm based on adaptive recognition criterion is proposed in this paper which can deal with the interval association. This algorithm can identify the interval association degree better, receive recognition results better and solve the fuzzy nature of the judgment of the maximum association degree ordering.
BASIC CONCEPTION

Standardization of the Sequence -Interval Data
Certain sequence 1 2 ( , , , , , )
Where i S is the number i component of the sequence, n is the length of the sequence, if
Then the sequence data can be expressed as an interval number
Measure of Interval Number
Distance Measure of Interval Number 
Association Degree of Interval Number
The grey association coefficient between 0
The association degree is
Then the association degree of interval number can be given according to the degree of sequence association.
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0 0 1 1 ( ) k i i j j k       (9) Where 0 ( ) i j  is the association coefficient of interval number: 0 0 0 0 0 min min{ ( )} max max{ ( )} ( ) ( ) max max{ ( )} i i i j i j i i i i j D j D j j D j D j         (10) 0 ( ) i D j is the distance of interval number from 0 0 ( ( ), ( )) x j x j   to ( ( ), ( )) i i x j x j   ,  is resolution coefficient, [0,1]   .
RECOGNITION ALGORITHM OF THE SEQUENCE-INTERVAL ASYNCHRONOUS DATA
Algorithm Description
Suppose that the targets to be recognized after the association processing are m types. Using 
expresses feature vector of the number i target in the number j characteristic parameter.
Then the m type's characteristic parameter sets of all the targets can be expressed as 
 expresses the characteristic parameter set of the number i target.
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In general, the data in the database is the certified value plus the possible tolerance, this forms the interval database. Assuming that there are L types of targets in the database and each type of targets has k types of characteristic parameters. Each type of characteristic parameters is expressed as interval number, so characteristic parameter database of L types of targets can be expressed as interval number To solve the recognition problem of the sequence-interval asynchronous data, dealing with the measure of the asynchronous data will be the first work, which means dealing with the measure between characteristic parameter set { , 1, 2, , ,
ij P performances as sequence and lj r performances as interval number. Asynchronous data can't measure directly, so dealing with it from the perspective of data isomorphism transformation is necessary.
Algorithm Steps
Before the isomorphism transformation, the raw data must be standardized in order to eliminate incommensurability of the sequence data of the target to be recognized which is caused by the different dimension. A variety of standardized processing methods are provided [8, 9, [11] [12] [13] , in this paper, the means of non-dimensional generation will be used. For example, sequence ( ( ), 1,2, , ) X
x j j k    can be standardized as ( ) x j , and
Isomorphism Transformation
After standardization of the data, the feature vector sequence sets of the m types of targets must finish isomorphism transformation between sequence and interval according to (4) . Then feature vector interval sets of the m types of targets will generate as follows 
respectively expresses the upper and lower bounds of the interval sequence feature vector of the number i target in the number j characteristic parameter.
Interval Isomorphism Association Degree Calculation
According to (10) , we can calculate the interval association coefficient ( ) il j  between each type of target characteristic parameter to be recognized and target characteristic parameter interval sets in the database.
It can be expressed as  , it can be calculated according to (6) . Through (9) , interval association degree between the target characteristic parameter to be recognized and the target characteristic parameter interval set in the database can be calculated.
It can be expressed as
If the important degree of the characteristic parameter is different in the recognition processing, the weight vector of each character parameter can be determined through Delphi survey method, P, entropy method and so on.
It can be denoted by 1 2 ( , , , , , )
Then the interval association degree can be defined as
Recognition Based on Interval Association Degree
Through the above processing, interval association degree set of the characteristic parameter between the target to be recognized and target database can be expressed as ( ) { , 1, 2, , , 1, 2 
Is the interval association degree between the number i target to be recognized and the number l target in the database? Judge the number i target to be recognized respectively belong to which type of the number l target. 
According to the judgment rule
Simulation Environment
Suppose there are two types of targets to be recognized, which are expressed as 1 2 , T T . Each type of targets has three types of characteristic parameters which are denoted by 1 2 , P P and 3 P . Suppose that each type of targets has 100 values of each three types of characteristic parameters, so each type of targets has a vector set of characteristic parameters. There are six types of target data sets in the database, each type of targets has three types of characteristic parameters which performances interval parameter value respectively. Now we need to judge two types of targets to be recognized respectively belong to which type of the six types of targets data sets. Simulation data sequence is generated as follows
Where  is the discrete sequence value which obeys the uniform distribution,  is the discrete sequence value which obeys the Gaussian distribution, c is standard deviation of Gaussian distribution?
Simulation Experiments
According to the algorithm of this paper, first of all, standardize the sequence parameter of the targets to be recognized and then complete isomorphism transformation between sequence and interval. Finally, calculate interval association degree between the interval parameter of target to be recognized which has completed transformation and the interval parameter of the database. The results are shown in Fig.2 . In Fig.2 , the coordinate represents label types in the target database, the ordinate represents interval association degree. It is shown that association degree is maximum between the first type of targets to be recognized and the third type of targets in the database. At the same time, the association degree is maximum between the second type of targets to be recognized and the first type of targets in the database.
The target can be recognized and judged by using recognition algorithm and rule based on maximum association degree, it is shown as follows In Fig.3 , the coordinate represents four recognition judgment parameters of interval association degree, they respectively express the difference between the maximum value and the second maximum value of interval association, he second maximum value of interval association, he addition of the rest association degree except the maximum value and the second maximum value, e means of interval association degree. The ordinate represents interval association degree. In Fig.3 , it shows that the maximum difference exists between the first type of targets to be recognized and the first parameter in the database, so it satisfies the recognition judgment rule. But it is not the maximum difference between the second type of targets to be recognized and the first parameter in the database, so it doesn't satisfy the recognition judgment rule.
Comparison of recognition results by these two methods are shown in Table1. In Table 1 , it is shown that the first type of targets to be recognized belong to the third type of targets in the database if use the algorithm of this paper, but the second type of targets to be recognized can't find the fit recognition type in the database, so the database should be renewed and then judged. If use the recognition algorithm of maximum association degree, the first type of targets to be recognized also belong to the third type of targets in the database, but the second type of targets to be recognized belong to the first type of targets in the database. It indicates that the maximum and the second maximum of the second type of targets to be recognized are more or less similar and association degree distribution is relatively uniform. If the interval association degree is fuzzy, it will generate larger error by using the recognition algorithm of maximum association degree. So, it needs to use the algorithm of this paper to recognize and it is better to use the algorithm of this paper than the recognition algorithm of maximum association degree when the association degree is fuzzy.
CONCLUSION
Aiming at the problem that the target sequence data parameters can't be fused directly with the interval data in the database. This paper starts with the measurement of the uncertainty between the two types data and the sequence-interval asynchronous data recognition algorithm based on interval association degree was proposed. First of all, reduce the dimension of the sequence data, use the maximum and minimum of the sequence data as the interval boundary, complete the isomorphism transformation of the asynchronous data and then solve the interval similarity degree. In this paper, use a recognition algorithm based on adaptive recognition criterion to deal with the in distinguishability of the recognition algorithm of maximum association degree when association degree is fuzzy. The algorithm of this paper can identify the interval association degree better, receive satisfactory recognition results and solve the recognition problem of the sequence-interval asynchronous data.
